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Surveillance Intelligence Solution
Driving Strategic Business Decisions with Intelligent Big Data



Optimal Compatibility

BBS provides all devices and video 
cameras as a one-stop-shop, 
minimizing potential incompatibility 
between software and video 
cameras.

Access Data Anywhere & Anytime

Access data and analyzed reports from 
mobile devices or computers and make 
business decisions on the fly.

Flexible & Scalable Infrastructure

BBS provides a range of scalable 
solution options, catering for various 
industry verticals and budget 
requirements. 

With the people counting solution module, the number of people that enter and leave the store can be 
counted automatically. A people counting solution is easy to add to your existing IP network, 
consisting of cameras with video analytics software for highest accuracy and reliability. The camera is 
typically placed above the area where you want to collect foot traffic statistics. Authorized users can 
then view real-time and historical statistics from any computer or smartphone.

People Counting

System Requirements for Video Analytics

Turn statistics collected by the system into clear and 
comprehensive graphic reports, helping you make more effective 
business decisions and setting future business strategies.

 PC Spec

CPU

RAM

Operating System

Network

PoE IP Camera

Onvif Camera

PoE IP Camera w/Video Analystic

Intelligent Camera

Intel Core i5 2.4GHz

Recommended

Fish Eye Dome

C925E

C52Q

Heat map

Real-Time Device Monitoring and Management

4GB

Windows 7, Windows 10

Ethernet 1000 Base-T

BenQ Business Solution's (BBS's) Surveillance Intelligence Solution is a cloud-ready solution that supports video analytics to 
optimize business intelligence and operation management through comprehensive reports and real-time event handling.

Heat map solution module is created by detecting motion differences in imaginary grids. Data 
accumulated in each grid is normalized and mapped into different levels represented by cold and warm 
colors. The visualization of these differences, including density and direction, can reveal information 
about customer dynamics, such as traffic intensity and flow.

Heat Map & Dwell Time

Minimum

Intel Atom 2.4GHz

Mini Dome

C936E

People Counting

C93Q

Loss Prevention
Surveillance solution uses video text overlay technology to provide detailed 
visual transaction data that helps prevent business losses. The solution 
allows business owners to remotely monitor cashier area, connect POS 
transaction data with videos, record videos for retroactive analysis, and 
even set off alarms for emergency. 


